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ART IN NATURE 


In the previous chapter, we extended our investigation of the aesthetic 
appreciation of nature beyond the usual paradigm case of appreciating 
wilderness, by taking up the appreciation of nature in a physical part of 
the human world: the garden. In this final chapter, we will continue in 
this direction by considering the appreciation of nature in the context of 
a more conceptual dimension of the human\YorIa:art. 1 As noted in the 
last chapter, art ana-gardenliighave-]ong-'sfnce partea ,Eompany in the 
~ --

Western world. But this does not mean that art has left nature behind. 
----~--,-- - -- - -------~---One of themost ~novative and interesting branches of contemporary art, 
nvironmental ,focuses upon nature and the natural environment. 

Wor s m this genre draw upon...naturaLm~t~als and phenomena, and 
present the_m to us for app~~ciation i,n ~he context of a creative work 
the artist. 

In considering this form of nature appreciation, we will focus on two 
issues. The first is the precise sort of involvement of nature in environ
mental art. To what ext~nt ~s nature a part o! ~~viron~~n~l~~orks, and 
can we really_8a¥--th~Lwe are apprec!atillg.n~tur~_ ~_~t!E_~~~praise 
these. wQrks? The second issue, which we will treat at greater length, is 
whether th~(e Js- semethingJ!.n~th~~~La~out the treatment of nature 
involved in the creation of environmental artworks. This second issue 
has been much discussed by' philosophers, and i~ considering it, we will 
confront, a final time, a concern that has run throughout much of our 
discussion in this book: the connection between aesthetic appreciation 

:"".._
and o_lII~thiCil.Lre.!ati.<>~ships with the natural world. 

ENVIRONMENTAL ART: AN AFFRONT TO NATURE~ 

Environmental art is a genre of recent vintage, having originated in the 
196Os. Nonetheless, it includes a wide variety of works. At one extreme, 
we find the most vivid examples of the genre: large-scale manipulations 
of natural sites, such as the 'earthworks' of artists like Michael Heizer 
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and Robert Smithson. Heizer'~ Neg~~(196""0r~ of 
two massive rectangular cuts in the top of' a desert ttJei4>'.,aoutbenl 
Nevada. These cuts are 50 fed deep, 30 feet wide and d_ If.jIM 
long, and the work was constructed using bulldozers and ~~Iit 
of Smithson's best-knOWtl pieces is,a w~ known as Sl!....tm1htIY(~_. 
As the name suggestS, the work consists ofa coil-shapedJett}l;:.I~_". 
long, composed ()frock and earth, and situated in Utah's Great SaltI:iIti5i' 
For a period of time rising water levels in the lake rendered it·invlliblt.· ~ 
from the shoreline, 'although it was visible from the air. Recently, a dttf·f 
in water levels has made it ViSibleagain.1 '" .; 

The earthworks' of Heizer and Smithson are on an enormous scal.~ 
involving draniatic interventions in nature. But not all environmental art.. 
works are of this- type. AlaJi Sonfist's work Timtt lontlscapel (1965) 
involved e artist simply allowing 1 . New York CitY to 
revert to its na .' mo g s~ll funher. III the works of 
H~r and SttuthsO"u, we'ftnd small.;scale and~obtrusi~e works diat 
incorporate natUral materials and sites, such as'certain works'by the ~ 
temporary Britisb artiSt Andy Goldsworthy. His descriptively titled work . 
Sycamore LtQVe~ Stit~MJ Together (198'7), for example, cortsists of &If 
a.rrangement of natDl'lll)~ occurring objectl situated in a more or.lest 
undisturbed· naturill sile: Other of his works involve placiDg leaves dII 
streams, staCtin,'.onea dn top of one another and turning a small pout 
of water red by rub6hig stones together to release natural pigmeft1~'. . 
the water.' ;·j~~t(d 

The environmental artworkS described above differ greatly'u.tl*:,' 

employment' of llature. What can we say, in general, about fh1&i·,.,.Uitf ....' 


nature in environmental art? In of these works, nature iJ Itl*JMtIJ:, 

work in two impo~t :-:~ 


...worthY'8.SyCQnlo~ so~ ofleavesand situa•• 

and Spiral Jetty is made out of stone and situated in a 

works described· abov«" the natural . .• 

empl~ iDthe worki~ to the_ 


. not have bee made frOm some s thetie materials. _~. 
to some different site. eco ateriak ane1 ," 

element:il(tIii ii[twork they are also .pitrC " ·1 . 

Thus, works such as Sycamore PaVe@l'P"...:....:.y!} 
happen.. tCLbe made of naturaI materials: Qtey are,. ill paIt.Abotit ~. . 
~~aterials. That is, acknowledging the naturatcllmihtOllllienvi.! V 
ronmentar8.rtwork is vitaI for understanding me J:iie8DinJof the .or~ 

"""--"-~---- --
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In virtue of these two features, then, all of the works on our list, despite 
their great differences, can be classed within the broad category of envi
ronmental art. 

This categorization of environmental art presents an interesting con
trast with gardens. As we saw in the previous chapter, it is ar~uable that, 
even though they often employ natural materials and have natural ~pects, 
gardens are 110t essentially natural. Gardening could be carried out\\fith
out the use of nature at alL But this is not the case for environmental art. 

, Environmental art is defined as art that uses nature as a part ofits medium, 
<to express something about nature. As such, the natural elements that 

figure in these works are integral to their being environmental art. In 
appreciating works in this genre, we necessarily appreciate various natu
ral forces and objects, though always within the context of the artwork. 

This answers the first question raised at the start of this chapter, 
namely: 'To what extent is nature a part of environmental art?' But it also 
raises our second question: Is there something unethical about the treat
ment of nature in the creation of environmental artworks? Environmental 
art essentially involves the artist intervening in nature, and appropriating 

. it for artistic purposes. If one accepts that, in general, our treatment of 
nature merits ethical consideration, we must ask whether the treatment 
of nature involved in the creation of environmental art is ethically accept
able or not. One obvious reas()n fQLIDiJJ.!c.iIlg..that (l .f!articular way of 
treating ,nature is uneUrical woold be its. causingJ~erious.e..£Q.[og.i~aCharm 
to nature; These concerns may be acute with some environmental art
works, such as those of Smithson and Hei~er, and less so for others 
(many of Goldsworthy's works, for "instance, have little or no environ
mental impact, in this senS0). But environmental art also raises a different, 
and more philosophically interesting ethical worry, which is whether the 
creation of environmental art constitutes an aestheti~_~ont to natur.e~~ 

The general idea behind the notion of an aesthetic affron) iS,an ins.Hlt, 
indig,l!!t)'. or slight toX mat is based on interference·with the aesthetic 
qualities of X. As such, an aesthetic affront to nature is an ethically prob
lematic behaviour to~ards ··a-natural site-,-b~tone ·difteren"Ttrom.more 
typically cited kinds of ethically problematic behaviours towards such 
sites, such as causing serious ecological harm. The creation of environ
mental art is thought to involve an aestheti~.~~ont to "alm;e ia ¥irtue 
of two facts. flr~ prior to the intervention Qf the artist, natnre possesses 
a seto(aes.thetidqualities, which it has as the natural thing it is. A mountain 
face might look rugged and imposing, for instance; if so, this is an aesthetic 
quality it has as a natural thing. Second, in creating environmental art, 
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used a copy of the Mona work is not 

\ is ~ ~!Q!i2litLWJwW:I..sliIll.JJ-~t*f,~' 
namely, L.H.O.O.Q. *. Since subsequent 

. 

?) 

or iro~ C()nvetsiOJlit , 


aesthetic transfonnation occurs in the creation of' env1ftJj~.f"'~~...' 

Carlson puts it, the intd 


roLn~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~j
leas~, by th~/e~n~e~w~~~~~~~~!l!l!!lttI."i 
object.7 .. ... 

, Together, these fact9 about environmental art raiso the questi0ft':Of~ , 
whether it is an aesthetic affront to nature. POI' replacing the· _tIletiet 1i'Jj 
qualities 0,fan ObJ,'ed, Wi~ a different )set of aeSthe!c 4iJili!!ea, ¥\iifff.'", ru." 
conversion of the ~ect Into an artwork, might ~ construed as an iDsiJkt·, ~ . 
indigrutY~ or slight hi ,!be'_thotie: character of the Original objeet'WIlyJ .. ' : 
is nsi., again.~champ'8 L.H.o.O.Q. Since Ii taft . 

til,.,lDl,.Jetlj'ttaictl 

of the act of creating L.H.O.O.Q. • does not chaDge1tbli'.diiI·"actfbft: 

remains an affront to the original work ofalt., . ,'(';;; ~1!t~:~~1:'{{~ " 


The creation of an environmental artwork, bOW~'~'b.t c:ortltrued. 
e same fashion: as manifesting the attitude t&atthtt~ natUral \ V 

~ \I'(}'. \ r--. ' J~ 
o~ (,\.,/''1 

objec~ot worthy ofcontinued unmolested 'emtenct,' sinc.'b iJ , 
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deemed necessary to replace it with something else (the environmental 
artwork). Further, this would be t1!~.case eve,I!,when the environmental 
artwor-K-·itself. is. temporary in nature, being later removed by th~ artist 
or by natural process. I J In this manner, the creation of environmel!tal art 
might b~ said to. constitute an aesthetic affront, slight, or indignity_to 
nature. 

DEFENDING ENVIRONMENTAL ART 

Recently, a number of philosophers have taken issue with the claim 
that environmental art constitutes an aesthetic affront to nature. In this 
section, we will consider one response to this claim: the idea that some 
environmental art has a special character that makes it immuile to' the 
effroI!tery' charge .. 12 'PIe philosophers who advance this resp;~;;are 
willing to concede that s0!D~_~!!.Yironmental artworks, some of Heizer's 
earthworks..J~!:)!lst~_c.e...are aesthetic,J!tI~Ql!t_~-.!2-!!!ture. 13 They point 
out, however, the extr~me nature of these _wQr~s, (Ul~ I!0t~. !!t.'!tJ..i!!...other 
cases, it is less clear that an aesthetic affront has been committed. In 

- ~, • - ¥, ' , - -.~,,-~'-~'-

genef~, philosophers who are critical of the charge of effmn~ryj>oint to 
t~ cirf:lstanoes that mitigate the.charge. . 

The -rs,~factor is the prese~~e _of.~.~~rtain attitude.!.owards natu~, as 
an JUtis .. 'material', or 'm~ghn:n'.iJ)!l~J:t~ part oL~jroDlUentaLartists. 

• ~ ~ _. _,~' "._ ,, ___ d~""- ___

This attitude is described byJ:;tp.ily Brady as the displaying of 'a form of 
aest1!~tic regard' for nature:~4 In displaying thi,s'attitude~ -the' artlst:pays 

, careful attention to the original aesthetic value of nature,. and d.evelops 
the environmental artwork in a way that acknowledges andrelates t~ that 
v~ue.: As an example of this attitude, Brady cites Goldsworthy's works, 
which often employ natural materials and incorporate natural forces, 
such as the heat of the sun or the forces of wind and tide. In art such as 
Goldsworthy's, she writes, 'the artist'~ role becomes one of enabling or 
increasinjL~!~eI)!!y~e~~_!~ nature' s qU~!~!~~~~Y..Egi!1tinA!o theffi;Jrlgh
1ighting~~Ill.~~_~prki~g. ~~th ihem·~reat~~.ely. In these way~, eI!~em
era! attWQrks s~ow_~§tbetic. regardfO!.na~ure: 15 This attitude ofaesthetic 
regard for nature is a far cry, ~ra.c;ly.llO~mnJh~"macho aggression'

""'-r ----- --- ....,-~... -..-..... 
evidenLin certaulOtHeJzer's ~orks.16 Unlike the l.~t!~~~__Goldsworthy 
does not ob!!.t~!ate nature's aesthetic q':l~I!tJ~s; rather,_~is~.Q.r~J~!!Lc?'yen 

. ""'-..•... - .....-... .- -~ .. 

be sai~ t~~~,(;~!~2~t? .9.ualities. Perhaps w~ may. attend mor~_closely 
to the lOOk Qfl~aves or to the subtle effects of the forces of wind and tide 
after seeing one of Goldsworthy's works, for instance. 
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A~eco~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

aesthetic rove environmental art can brin a ut: environ~,----
men 8.rtwork.s..can be aesthetically valuae"', m~v~ome 
cases, th~e undisturbed natural sit~s in which they are $ituate<L The 
general idea here is to point to lQQsiti!!U:.eature of the 'creation of envi... 
ronm~~~ feature that, in f~p!t~~.P~~~~~~~!'!:r..~~~~wenyJot 
ours.elY~~1_s~~,lUi~.n31W~~ !!!at!~!l~~~t!~~~E.~v!&tJp-ough 
the ~,ti9!1_QfJh£J't1:work.11 Philosophers who dispute the charge of 
effrontery do not appeal to this factor very explicitly, but their discus .. 
sions do suggest that it ought to play a role in this debate. 18 A.estb&:.tic 
improvOlJleBt.of Dature i& ~..Qr.n~l!!!!L'YJten ilddcd.m..tlte previous 
facto~etic.regard..fnt J.W.ure-Some of ~Jor 
example, ~emmimprove uPQIl !J!.JY.r~~.~.,~s_t;h~~~ ~!!!r..!£t~~.~~_~\!.!lthat 
incorp~ aawrl'tt.. own--aestb.e!!£.,~~,~~~-£Y£'~~.E.!!s, for 
example,peatei ...~gemeR' tllH40es n~mst ip natur,e., ~ses 
na~re.:s..oWJl. fonDs and materiAls. 1!te aesthetic power of this arrange~ 
ment, a vivid and.-hold tableau of co'lmu; and {Qn!l, seems to be a ~nefit V 
that .we ought to wildt a&ainst the 'glst' to natm's QD&inaJ ~theti .... ~",~ 
q1:!~~~' As such, it seems rel~t to assessing the ch!!!'ge of ~tTr0ntery. (,~) 

The l@ ~E&.a.tlQ&..OOor is also a.!?enefit that th~reation of envi
ron~tal art brings to nature. But rather than an aesthetic benent, it 
consistsJn the \U~o81~~L~n~~!~af e~~~I~!~.~~~ks may 
sec~. Some envimnmen~~s~clai~.!o.t.>e !!:l2!!y!;ted by ecological Iv 
conce!!l~L.an,dp~rtr~y their environmental art_.~_.Ii_Il!~~~ancing 
an..aviF9Bmenta.l.iH.!lgeiida~ It 'ccWid do so Insofar as the modification of 
nature involved in sueR VlOflEs ~ei the.viewer to attend more closely to. 
the huataB flQatre t:e18tiQl!.ship. Above I allud.ediO Goldsworthy's Red 
P.f)ol, Scaur River, Dumfriesshire (1994-5); this work presents us with a 
stark1¥..~iil:.J.Q.QkigLscene, even though the aneniiIOn he~ has been 
perfqoned usillS natumlmte.fIi18.1is-stran~eanQSulitle_mingffiig of 
artifice and~nat~....invites meditation on the relationship bet.ween the 
human and natural ~-orws.191ii viriuTof'the particul~ way in which it 
emPloys nature D"Rs medium, Lintott,describes environme~ as 
having 'the poten\ial to unite human beings in the inclusive and progres .. 
siv~mindset of environmentalis~' .20 

The exi,$ence of these three mitigatinS factors suggests that the 
original cparge apinst environmental at;. that it constitutes an aesf.!leti~ 
affrOAt tQ natwe. waL~. Though a handfu~~!.!yreme cases 
may deserve the epithet of 'affront', the cQ!!y~ of n.ature into art 
can be done in a'-iii3iii1erifiitsliows'regard f().f Jla.mre...?~_Q.wn aesthetic '" --"-"--." 

III 
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qualities, that improves-on.. the.aestb~ti<::_ value_()L!he environl!lent, and 
that is environmentally beneficial/or nature. On the line of thought laid 
out by the critics of the effrontery charge, we ought to consider these 
nuances in the human/nature relationship. Once we do, we will see 
that the human-nature relationship evident in environmental art is not 
accurately described by saying that the artist has affronted nature. 

Before critically assessing this response to the effrontery charge, we 
can reinforce it by considering again the analogy of Ducharnp' s 
LH.O.O.Q. *. Ducharnp's action in creating this work would be a clear 
affront to the aesthetic qualities of the Mona Lisa. ByJ!19tiCe that in cre
ating LH.O.O.Q. *,-Duchamp would not have imprQved'_:ib.e.:ieStlietic 
qualities of the Mona Lisa, engaged with it in a W3Y th,~t res~t~ its 
extant aesthetic qualities, or benefited it in the long run., In short, the 
creation of L.H.O.O.Q. *, while clearly an aesthetic affront, would 
embody none of the mitigating features that are present in many cases of 
environmental art, such as Goldsworthy's works. LH.Q.,Q~Q!,*!s,lllore 
like the extreme works of Heizer than it is like the latter works. This 
reinforces the idea that the case against environmental art has been 
hastily generalized. 

In response to this argument, the proponent of the effrontery charge 
will insist that it is not clear that the considerations at issue here are, 
in fact, sufficient to deflect the charge that, in general, environmental 
artworks are aesthetic affronts to nature. To see this, consider the follow
ing analogy. I come ,aver to your house for a visit. While Y0'-;l.p<?ur sgme 
drinks in th~ kitchen, I wai! in the living room. As ,I wait!_I pt:~~d to 

arrange the pillows, move the furniture around, rearrange the paintings 
anging on-Y,<?~r.,walls, and things of this natu.re. In.- other words, I 'gussy 
p' your living roam a bit. This seer:ustoJ~~ a clearca'se of an ~theticEaffront. It is so insofar as the action manifests- tne:-3tiitUde that what 

\is there origin~lly in y~)Ur living roo~ is ~gt ~~rtlJYS>.f~_o..m~~~~d \iit-;o
lested existence, since it was deemed necessary to replac~JL with 
something-else. 

This analogy is infonnative for the case of environmental art because 
the response to the charge of effrontery described above involves admit
ting that the casual obliteration of nature's aesthetic qualities is ~.ffroI!tery, 
but then distinguishing a milder treatment of nature that, because of the 
mitigating factors mentioned, falls short of effrontery. But although this 
milder treatment ofnature preserves or enhances the aesthetic character 
of nature, to some degree or another, instead of merely obliterating it, 
this treatment is also ethically problematic. This is so insofar as it can ~e 
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though! of, essentially, as a kind of ~ofna~. And, as the 
analogy of the living room shows, it is DOt only the wholesale oblitcra-) 
tion of. aesthetic qu!lities that can constitut£ i\D aesthetic affm:gt; the 
milde!§t Of 8\liSyi lll..EP can be an aesthetic affront as well. 

Further, note that none of mitigating factors appealed to for environ ... 
mental art are sufficient to defeat the charge of aesthetic effrontery in the 
case of the living room. MY"..ius~ing up of your living room constitutes , . ---.,.. 

an affront even if it is done in a m~e~.!pat !~_~~.2~l.~~ living 

room~aesthetic quaJJties, that imp'~~~_~~~~_~~~~ep:,? :,:,~ue of 
the room" ~~,~t is ,,~!1.~,!i~!~ ['!~]!!.lfLJ.i!..~'!{.room. For instance, in 
gussying up your living room I might recogniz~_ ~!!. attend to some of 
its original aesthetic qualities, and merely try to 'enhance' them. I might 
note the fine harmony of your furniture and some of your paintings, for 
instance, and try to bring this out a little more through a judicious repo
sitioning of the sofa. Further, I might indeed sqcceed in this: I~~~ 
an interior designer with a_~~~rhap~ you 
have (sim~!r..~aro~~~syitic.ientattentiQJHp._t!!~_gLatter.FiDiny, my 
gu~sying up your Hving room might even be of positive benefit to it in the 
'I0ng run: you and your guests might enjoy it more. Perhaps my adjust
ments even increase the resale value of your home. However these things 
may be, it seems to me that my gussying YR your Hying room remains an 

aes~~ affron~inso{~ ~~ifests the attitu,de that ":~ ~s? ? 
~~OiisiiialJ~I~,~1Il!!?..9~!!l.!I_~~te~ smce It 
IS ~,med~~J.o..rep.~l! \Y!Ul~~I!lc;thinUlse., i 

The same is true, seemin I of the . . ating factors when 
appealedJ!L in e case of environmental art: they do not suffice to defeat 
the charge of aesthetic effrontery there either. The-fact that environmen
tal artWorks -'p~serve_or ~y~~~nhan~.aesthc~alitiesof nature 
does not change..thc1aQtJltatsuc1!~orks ~e:st the aititiide that what lr-t.l' J 

is there originally is not worthy of continued UJYJloJested exisl!mce. IT it 
were wortItY:QtsuclreXislence. die artworkin question would nothave 
been created. The fact that tpe artist improves on the aesthetic quality of 
natureJ~__~~~ly irrelevant:-regardieSsor'lio~.§cfi ~tterjJle site 
becomes, the actions manifest the attitude that what is there originally is 
nofi.Q~~(9ontiitued unmolestedexistence-:Aildnnaiiy, iiie"Ia'ct that 
the creation of 'en'Vilonmentafart is gooo for our awareness of environ" 
mental issues, and ultimately for the environment itself, in the long ~. 
also fails to change the fact that such interventions manifest the attitude 
that:wbat isth~«? originally is no~.~~~rcOiiiinuCdUnrDQ~ tOO~ 
tence, since it was deemedlieCeSsary to replace it with something ,else. , 

....... . ','" ""'~,"' ~"~"'..,<~_ "'_.~ ,,_,_~, ... -.""",~-~r-___, _____ ...._~-'·--"'-'"'··~__s __ ' • 
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This last point deserves further consideration, for it might be thought 
that the creation of environmental art does not actually manifest this 
attitude, at least on the artist's part. It might be thought that the artist 
works the land reluctantly, doing so only as a last resort, to save it from 
destruction by the human race in generaL If so, then the gussying up of 
nature characteristic of environmental art might be thought not to consti
tute an affront to nature. 

Although some environmental artists profess a concern with the well
being of nature, one could certainly dispute the general claim that they 
work the land reluctantly, doing so only to save it from destruction at the 
hands of the human race in general. One might also dispute the notion 
that it is really necessary to resort to environmental art in order to save 
nature from destruction.21 But even if these claims turned out to be true, 
this would not undermine the claim that what environmental artists do is 
an aesthetic affront to nature. For an aft'font~l1jJe intended to 
serve the intere$t&of X; indeed. it may_be n~~essary f()r the very ~llrvival 
ofX. 

Consider, for example, the well-intentioned Europeans who, after 
initial contacts with indigenous people in the New World, captured indi
viduals from those peoples and toured them through the capitals of 
Europe in a bid to increase awareness of their desperate p1ight~Though it 
certainly was not always so, such treatment may -h-ave been genuinely 
intended to help indigenous peoples; in some cases, it may even.have 
worked. Nonetheless, parading these individual& in this. w~y _was an 
indignity, an affront, to them. The fact that Europeans, on the whole, 
were sufficiently ignorant and apathetic for such degrading measures to 
be necessary does nothing whatever to mitigate this fact. Analogously, 
• the fact that people in our time are so ignorant and apathetic about nature 
: that it takes a glowing red pool of water to interest them in it does noth
j ing to mitigate the effrontery of such (rumpery-. To excuse the effrontery 
of environmental art in this way would be to deny one wrong simply 
because of the existence of a larger, more pervasive one. 

It may be useful to return to the analogy with art here. As mentioned 
above, cases like L.H.O.O.Q. * do not provide a good analogy for the 
discussion of environmental art. Being an irreverent, insensitive and 
extreme treatment, its genesis seems not to resemble the ways in which 
many artists, such as Goldsworthy, work the land. But the ways in which 
such artists do work the land also constitute a fOfI!l of aesthetic effron
tery, a form not inaptly described as 'gussying up nature;. If we want an 
analogy with the case of art, we ought to think of ttre~gussying up of an 
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artistic .!Uasterpiece: an 'updating' of the Mona Usa that lovingly adds 

some.new.l!atches of colour here and there (hoping ~w further atten. 

lion to J:h~~onderful rendering of the mouth, perhaps), inserti a few 

items of ad~ iilterest into the back~und, and so oO:--a1l1ii the 

interests of enhancing the work's continued interest to contemporary 

viewe~, and hence','iiS'-SiiiVIval as an artwork. Such an updating rrnght be 

well-intenttoned;aestheticaiiy'successful and perhaps even necessary in 

a barbaric age. But none of that would make it any less an indignity to the 

work of art. _.-- .... .... ~-. ... . . 

IS THE EFFRONTERY CHARGE COHERENTl 

The line of thought spelled out in the previous. section represents one 
# possible way of responding to the charge of effrontery. That line of 

thought accepts the cogency, in principle, of aesthetic affronts to nature, 
but argues that, in reality, most environmental artworks are not of this 
kind. It is also possible to make a different response to the effrontery 
charge, however, by dewJ!!te cogency of the whol~ i~1 Qf iYl aes
thetic affront to nature. In this section, we examine two variations on this 

""'t""" ".___------....-""-' .. - ~ ....._ 

approach. 

ThetlrSt of these is the claim that the very igeaof affronting nature is 


. ~ 

10gical!JJp.£Qhe.rent: the notion of an affr~I!LsiQ1ruyj§.l!.Qt applicable to 
nwi:iiliman things, such as the natuiaIentlties and sites that are altered in 
the c~tiQItQr~ivff()nmentararC'TliI8claimTs no{]le clann: tha! non· . 
human things cannot be affronted aesthetically, but the stronger claim" ~ 
that they canno e c ann IS s stronger one since it 
is bas a VIew concerning the logic of the notion of an affton' 
Roughly, that ..view is.th.at. there i~~ ~og!~~~Q~tj.on between the notio; 
of £~_.~~?E.~_~~Iiif~i..(Q.Lill£Ultin&..-!lt.Qfferin& au indignity to v-/" 
X and the notion that X' can think, feel and respond to those actions i . 

"""""" ----..... _-- ---.~" ......-." .....- ... 
some way. This oemg the c~, although one can, through one's words of 
~--.- ' 

actions, affront or insult a person, it does not make sense to speak. of 

someone ~onting a forest:OrCommitting an indiSnity against a desert 


....,-.,,~--........~~~ ...... --" .... -...-~ """" ........ ..,-,"'. '" ,"" "'.' ...........-.--._--...
mesa. 

tti . support of this view, one tpight point out that there are some con· 

cepts, apart from the concept ofan affront, whose application surely does 

presuppose the mental capacities characteristic ofpersons. The notion of 

forming . X, for example, presupposes that X is ca abJi of 

thinking,.@d exercising some form 0 conSCIOUS control over its actions. 


--~-""'" ."-""--.__~__, ._ "......._,_,_~~___h._'" .--.- .-
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For this reason, it does not make sense to talk of someone forming a 
contract with a mountain or a lake. This is shown by the fact that it would 
be inane to criticize a mountain that had undergone a landslide for 'break
ing some contract' I had with it. If the notion of 'insulting' is like the 
notion of 'forming a contract', in this regard, then, since non-human 
entities such as forests, lakes and mesas are incapable of thinking, feel
ing and responding in a literal sense, we cannot sensibly say that human 
actions are capable of affronting those entities. The most we could sensi
bly say is that these actions affront, in an indirect way, other persons who 
care about these non-human entities. 

There is clearly something compelling about this line of reasoning. 
However, it is not clear that it can provide a satisfactory response to the 
charge of effrontery. The line of reasoning is compelling because it cer
tainly does hold for some forms of insult or effrontery. Consider the 
following insults: 'You're a failure' and 'You're shallow'. Directing these 
statements at a person can be a way of insulting or slighting him. But it 
makes no sense to try to insult a non-human entity, a stone, say, or 3:. 
mesa, in this way. Pronouncing a stone a failure, or shallow, is nonsensi
cal because stones cannot think, feel or act intentionally: they can!1ot 
attempt to do anything, and hence cannot be said to have carried off the 
things they have tried to do well or poorly. So the present response to the 
effrontery charge is certainly correct in holding that some forms of 
effrontery are logically connected to the possession of mental capacities 
characteristic of persons. 

However, it does not follow that all forms of effrontery are logically 
connected to the possession of mental capacities characteristic of per
sons. And the kind of affront that we sketched in the first section of this 
chapter, in outlining the charge of effrontery against environmental art, is 
of this type. According to that sketch, we affront X if our actions towards 
X manifest the attitude that X is not worthy of continued unmolested 
existence, since it is deemed necessary to replace it with something else. 
We might think of this as ~n. actigp.'~~~nife_sting a kind of disreg~d, 
disrespect or contempt for an autonomous thing: a sort of undue 'mess
inK with' it. Nothing in the logic of this conception of an affront requires 
the thing affronted to possess the capacity to think, feel or act intention
ally. That our actions towards the thing in question satisfy the above 
condition (i.e. manifest a particular sort of disregard) is sufficient to make 
our action an affront to it, whatever its particular nature happens to be. 

Even if this is the case, however, there is another way of questioning 
the cogency of the charge of effrontery. Instead of focusing on the logical 
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coherence of the idea of affronting nature, we might focus on' the conse

quences of the charge of effrontery. The idea here is that, even if it could 

be shown that the notion of an affront can, in principle, be applied to 

non-sentient nature, the claim that environmental art is an aestheti~. 


affront. to ~.~ture ~gkl~ommlt u8 to iaylD8 that such bemgn actions 

such ~J~~.L~.b..uildjng hQ.n.!~~_a.:re_!!!~Q.~theti£ mn:Qnts to nank,e 

whicbJl_ab§JJrd. 


The reasoning behind this idea is as follows. In order to suryiye~there 


are various intervention§ that.we must makk..in the1la""'tural environment: 

we n~d1~.wate;-and shelter, f~e. Obtaining any of these 

requires that we take th~ a~tude_!ha!.!!!tur~a51tIS. needs to bu,eplaced 

by soriteijiirig·:~!~e~-rl8mely'!_~Q!!!~!I!i_nl_!hat will serve the afore-men .. 

tionedQ.~¢s. Thus, we take the attitude thai-thesequestration of water 

into underground reservoirs needs to be replace~ by something else: a 


. 	 well, for instance. But given this, it seems th~, if intervening in nature 
for the sakw art j S an aesthetiaffiliDt tg Dature, then so are all of these 
other thin~ indeed, practically everything we do would be_an aes
thetic affront to DiltJlre. on this reDsoping.22 For in each of these cases, we 
'mess...~jtb' nahlre's aesthetic qua!ities:. But_ itseems absurd to say that 
drawing water, farming and building houses are aesthetic affronts to 

~ 	 ---
namre. To take the notion of an affront this way would be to overreact 

to the possibility of treating nature unethically, to succumb to a sort of 

e~s~ Moreover, putting this yiew jnto practice in...apYJerious 

way is compJete1y.outoLthe question, since doing so would rob humanw 

ity of-the basic necessities of .llfe:-Fot ~ese reasons, it is argUed, we 

ought to rej~ the claim that the creation of ep,vironmental art is ethically 

proble..matic, in the sense of constituting an aesthetic affront to nature. 


This' response is surely correct in assuming that any line of thougllt 
that renders the drawing of water, the building of houses and the growing 
of food affronts to nature is absurd and unacceptable. Such a view would 
stretch the concept of affront beyond all recognition. Yet ~t is not so obv:i., 
ous that ~ng environmental art to be an affront to nature. really ,,!tiPlS 
vie'Ying_!!t~~ion~ affr.2!!.ts to ..~~ture. This i~ause there ill 
an important difference between environmental art and the oilier sorts of I 
activities in questi~~:"ihe-latiei"have aclear 1onaofeXigency,apractical I1/' 
ne~~~gr!i~'A common strlct;i;e o~ ethlcafoblIgations iU1!at~ 
im~C'aiiP: if sOIJleOll8..has.aIl.~bligation to do something, then 
it must be possible, at least in some reasonablef?~~!!.Q}!.~£~~!iQ!Jhe 
pers~~ fodo iliat thing. We could bl,a.tJ1~ ~ J:l!altf()rl~@~~o !~~~~ an 
infant from acollapsing building, if he had the time !o. ~~i~~ ~!:__~ut it 
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would be inane to blame him for failing to hold up the collapsing build
ing. This is because it is not physically possible for a human being to 
hold up a collapsing building. Likewise, there are no reasonable circum
stances in which we can forego 'messing with' nature's aesthetic qualities 
by drawing water or growing food. Since ought implies can, we cannot 
fault someone for messing with nature's aesthetic qualities in these ways. 

But in the case of environmental art, this line of defence is not readily 
available, in the way that it is available for drawing water, building homes 
and growing food. For there is, apparently, no parallel practical necessity 
to create environmental artworks from nature: here the 'messing with 
nature' is gratuitous, and therefore, open to ethical evaluation. To show 
that creating environmental art is really like drawing water or growing 
food, the defender of environmental art must argue that there actually is 
a practical necessity to create such works. This brings us to a very large 
philosophical issue - the value of, and need for, art in general - but we 
can at least note here the difficulty involved in this task. Artists often 
speak of the necessity of their art, in the sense that they feel compelled to 
create it. Some force inside them, they say, impels them to do what they 
do. But this is not the sort of necessity required to deflect the charge of 
effrontery, for it is not a practical necessity. Generally speaking, no one 
will die or suffer pain without environmental artworks. No one would 
deny that, in general, environmental artworks might make life more 
pleasant or interesting, but it is simply not practically necessary that such 
artworks be created, in the way that it is necessary for us to draw water 
and build homes. If the creation of environmental art is to be excused 
from ethical evaluation, it must be shown that these works not only make 
human life more pleasant or interesting, but that they contribute to human 
life in some deep, essential way. The case must be made that without 
them, human life would be radically impoverished. Whether such a case 
can be made is an interesting question, but one that we must forgo, for to 
pursue it would take us entirely into the philosophy of art, and so at last 
beyond the subject of aesthetics and nature. 
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NOTES 


10 	 Miller draws a similar distinction between humble and grand gardens ( 1993: 
21). Ross (2006: section 11) describes any garden that is not an Artwork 
as a 'vernacular' garden, but this term ill befits large scale. professionally 
designed gardens that fall short of Art status (the Victorian-era Public 
Gardens in Halifax, Nova Scotia, for example, or the Butchart Gardens in 
Victoria, British Columbia) .. 

11 	 Crichton (1991). 
12 	 The scientists in the novel use recovered natural DNA for their,' dinosaur· 

creation project, but this is not essential: since DNA can be manufactured 
syntheticaJIy, any functional coding sequence could be employed. 

13 Ross (2006: section 11). 

14 Miller (1993: 15). 

15 Indeed, it is not clear that, in stating her definition, Miller is using 'natural' in 


our sense; thus it is not clear what her considered view of the issue would be. 
16 Cf the wilderness experience machine of Roudey and Routley (1980), dis

cussed in Chapter 7. 
17 	 Wilson (1984: 114). 
18 	 On the 'no grow' garden trend, see Fletcher (2006). 
19 	 For discussion, see Ross (1998: 206-7); pictures of the Davis garden, and 

the 'trellis garden' mentioned below, are included as colour plates six and 
seven in Ross's book. 

20 	 Ibid., 203-4. 
21 	 On this distinction, see Miller (1993: 10). 
22 	 Both Ross and Miller reject this idea, citing Zen gardens as counterexam

ples; see Ross (1999: 5) and Miller (1993: 9-10). It is true that such gardens, 
the famous Ryoanji gardens at Kyoto, for example. contain little living ma
terial. But while entities of this type are clearly gardens in the 'area adjacent 
to a building' sense, it is not clear that they are gardens in the gardening 
sense. When the caretakers of the Ryoanji garden repair its walls, what they 
are doing does not seem to be the sort of activi ty we call 'gardening'. 

23 	 Wilson (1984: 115). 
24 	 Wilson is objecting to the general trend towards replacing living things with 

non-living artefacts. 
25 	 Kant (2000: 179 [section 42]). 
26 	 Ibid. 
27 	 The relevant question here is: would we take an immediate interest in this 

beauty if the birds and flowers were alive, but yet artificial? 

CHAPTER 9 

In this chapter, we will use the word 'art' to refer to what we called 'Art' 

in the last chapter: that is, something that is created by people who describe 
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themselves as 'artists', shown in galleries, critiqued by art critics, and 
soon. 

2 See Kimmelman (2002). 

3 Carlson (2000: 150). 

4 The rider 'in some substantial sense' is needed in order to differentiate 
environmental art from artworks that employ nature only as an ultimate 
source of materials. Thus landscape paintings do not count as environmen
tal art even if some of the materials used in manufacturing paints are natural 
materials. 

5 	 The general idea of an aesthetic affront was first articulated by Donald 
Crawford (1983); Allen Carlson endorses and further develops it his (2000: 
Chapter 1O). 

6 Ibid., 154. , 

7 Ibid., 155. 
8 Ibid., 154. 
9 	 An actual artwork that is interesting to consider in this context is Robert 

Rauschenberg's Erased de Kooning (1953), which he created by erasing a 
drawing by the artist William de Kooning. 

10 Ibid., 156. 
11 As mentioned, Goldsworthy's works are often transient; another environ

mental artist known for ephemeral works is Christo. 
12 This is the general approach of three recent reconsiderations of environ

mental art: Brady (2007), Brook (2007) and Lintott (2007). 

13 Brady says that the charge of effrontery is justified in the case of Double 
Negative (2007: 290). 

14 	 Ibid., 289. 
15 	 Ibid., 292. 
16 	 Brady quotes the phrase 'macho aggression' from Malcolm Andrews (1999: 

213). 
17 	 Carlson is dismissive of the notion that environmental art can aesthetically 

improve nature, arguing that, in fact, 'virgin nature by and large has positive 

aesthetic qualities' and that 'none of virgin nature is comparable to the work 
of a third-rate hack' (2000: 157). As we have seen in Chapter 7, however. 
even if Positive Aesthetics is true, it is implausible to think that nature can 
never be improved aesthetically through human intervention. 

18 	 The importance of aesthetic improvement comes out clearly in Brook 

(2007), who considers the case of the recent construction of an underwater 
gnome garden by divers in Wastwater Park. Though not an artwork, this 

'work' certainly has aesthetic qualities, which Brook describes compel
lingly: an absurd appearance, an 'organic feel', an expressiveness of daring 
and defiance, and so on. Although she does not explicitly appeal to these 
aesthetic features as grounds for justifying such 'aesthetic interventions' 
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in nature, the drift of her discussion is that there is something new and aes
thetically valuable in 'works' of this kind. 

19 	 Heyd suggests that even intrusive earthworks, such as Double Negative, 
may serve this function, since they 'leave the onlooker no choice but to 

reflect on the place of human intervention in wild nature and, in this way, 
may lead to renewed attention to the supposedly justified intervention of the 
everyday' (2002). 

20 	 Lintott (2007: 276). 
21 	 Humphrey (1985: 19-20). 
22 	 This idea is discussed by Godlovitch (1998). 
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